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Just one bundle of precuts is all you need to make a simply striking quilt--and make the most of

every bit of your fabric! Find 12 quick-to-make quilts in a range of styles that you can stitch with Jelly

Rolls, fat-quarter bundles, or Layer Cakes. No additional fabric is needed for the background or

borders, and there will be almost no leftover fabric when the quilt is finished.Perfect for a quick gift

or as a showcase for your prized collection of precutsWith a limited number of blocks per quilt, even

confident beginners will find speedy stitching successIncludes tips for increasing the size of the quilt

by adding fabrics from a second bundle of precuts
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We all buy the bundles, rolls and packs of fabric because, let's face it, they are so pretty!!! Here is a

great book for all those great collections of fabric companies and designers put together in great

combinations for us. Some of the projects I bet would go together so quickly like one called " A

Tricky Path" that is simply strips sewn together and then cut into sections. It really features the fabric

well and if you are a fan of stripes like me this one I bet you will like too. Another quilt I really liked

and I don't think I've ever seen is called Climbing Ivy. Another great easy piecing project with a fun

effect. There are some more intricate piecing projects but all do a great job featuring the fabric.

Sue Pfau's new book One Bundle of Fun: Turn Any Bundle, Roll, or Pack into a Great Quilt offers 12

pieced patterns using Layer Cakes, Jelly Rolls, and Fat Quarters.These quilts convinced me:



precuts have the benefit of being color and theme coordinated, and they save time since some of

the cutting is already done.Precut fabrics sold by fabric companies include:Layer Cakes, 10"

squaresJelly Rolls, 2 1/2" x 42" stripesFat Quarters, 18" x 21" quarters of a yardCharm Squares, 5"

squaresEach precut collection includes all the color ways and designs from a fabric

collection.Precuts should not be washed before using but they should be measured as they may not

be true; for instance a 10" square precut pack may actually measure 10 1/8".Pfau used MODA

fabrics in her sample quilts but you do not have to buy precuts for the projects--you can use your

own fabrics using Pfau's advice for selection.The patterns are diverse in design and in difficulty. A

full color photo of the quilt, materials list, cutting instructions, assembly instructions with steps and

illustrations, and finishing are included. Small versions in different color ways offer alternates.

Instructions for enlarging the patterns adapt them for bed size quilts.I loved these dynamic and

colorful quilts.I received a free ebook from the publisher through Edelweiss in exchange for a fair

and unbiased review.

It is on the kindle I have a hard time seeing planning on sending it back and trying to get one that

has a larger screen because I am blind in one eye and the other eye needs help I go to Low Vision

to have my glasses made because I have a rare disease that is slowly killing me it is very rare I take

chemotherapy for it.

I love Sue Pfau's two books! This book and her other book (Quilts from Sweet Jane). I started

buying individual patterns from the author via another website. When I learned she had published

two books, I also ordered them directly from the author. I am so pleased to see the books on , as

they are terrific and deserve the widest audience possible! I am a beginning quilter, so take that into

account in considering my comments. Nevertheless, I find Sue's patterns to be fresh and fun (and I

have looked at quite a few). Sue's patterns really appeal to me because they look "do-able" -- even

for a beginner -- but not at all basic or amateurish on completion. So, I am motivated to start a

project from one of her books (I now have four in various stages of completion), but I have not been

frustrated during the process through to completion. I cannot abide super-tiny pieces as my

cutting/stitching skills aren't up to the task, but Sue designs her patterns using "reasonably-sized"

pieces to give you a nice patchwork effect without getting you into a lot of problems with mis-aligned

seams. Personally, I really like the designs. Also, I really like the text Sue has provided on the

general subject of how to cut, piece and quilt. One example: Sue recommends cutting loose threads

"as you go" because threads, especially dark threads, can show through the quilt top. I had exactly



the same problem with a needlework project, so I appreciated that tip for quilting and I have not

seen that tip in other books. Really pleased with both books!

Another great book! I love to buy precuts, but have a hard time finding patterns that appeal to me.

This book is full of patterns that work for a variety of fabric designs - from baby quilt to lap quilt for

that special guy in your life!

I've been using Sue's patterns for several years now so when I saw she had another book out, I had

to get it. Some people have a great eye for putting fabrics together but I'm not one of them. So the

thought of going to a fabric store and picking out coordinating fabrics for a quilt was so

overwhelming, I just never did it. But one day I discovered fabric rolls (also called Moda Jelly rolls)

and 10" squares and fat quarter sets all put together for me! YAY! I could skip the matching part and

go straight to cutting and sewing! I love Sue's book because there are some great patterns for using

these fabric bundles. She has great illustrations and very clear instructions. I would recommend this

book for both beginners and seasoned sewists.
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